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Key Objectives

 

Moment helps users manage their discretionary 
purchases by encouraging the user to plan for 
the future

We want our user to:

Set goals

Have freedom to make the purchases 
that they want

Use the app consistently 

Learn through recommendations

 



Display Features



Spending that happens in 
the moment; unpredictable

Spending that is well thought 
out and/or predicted to be 
made in advance

Spending on an item that was 
set as long term goal



Spending that happens in 
the moment; unpredictable

Spending that is well thought 
out and/or predicted to be 
made in advance

Spending on an item that was 
set as long term goal



Planning Features





Plan your purchase by 
creating a Shopping List



Motivation 



Earn Badges according to 
your performance in the app



Choose from four different 
mentors to personalise 
your needs



Scenario I
OCT 6









Tap to change categorization



Amazon purchase is divided according to category







Explore a range of different overview 
options to see your spendings– daily, 
weekly, monthly, yearly 



Circles sizes vary in relation to the 
amount of money spent on the day 

Grey circles indicate no money spent 
on that day, while grey ring indicates a 
login with no money spent

Recommendations 



Short-term goal that contributes to the 
savings of a long term goal



Scenario II
OCT 6



Because of your history with the app,
Iris recognizes specific purchases that show a pattern 
and automatically categorizes them for you





Tap to choose goal





Tap to see details





Tap to adjust the view 
and see various trends in 
your spending



Drag your finger along the 
graph to see more details



Search by item 



Bonus Features





A mentor page exists as a pop up on every 
screen of app

Mentor suggests general recommendations 
and is available to assist user







Thank You


